Quilt in a Day®

Treasure Chest
Block Four Scrap Bag

Cutting Chart

Background
- Center Square: (1) 3½” square
- Side Half Square Triangles: (1) 9½” square
- Nine Patches: (2) 1⅛” x 22” strips
- Nine Patches: (1) 1⅛” x 15” strip
- Center Sides: (4) 3½” x 3¾”
- Corner Half Square Triangles: (1) 4¾” x 9½”

Accent Blue
- Corner Half Square Triangles: (1) 4¾” x 9½”

Accent Purple
- Nine Patches: (1) 1⅛” x 22” strip
- Nine Patches: (2) 1⅛” x 15” strips

Green
- Side Half Square Triangles: (1) 9½” square
Making Nine-Patch and Center
*Use a scant ¼" for all sewing.*

1. Lay out 22" strips. Flip middle strip to first strip right sides together.


3. Line up strip with lines on cutting mat.


5. Lay out segments with four strips in each stack. Flip middle row to first row and assembly-line sew. Add last segment.

6. Set seams, press away from center. Square to 3¾".
Making Four Half Square Triangles

1. Place Background rectangle right sides together with Accent Blue rectangle.
2. Place on gridded cutting mat. Draw center line and one diagonal line in each square.
3. Sew \( \frac{1}{4} \)" from both sides of diagonal lines. Set seams.
4. Cut apart on all drawn lines.
5. Set seams and press toward Accent Blue. Square to 3\( \frac{3}{4} \)".

Making Eight Half Square Triangles

1. Place Background square right sides together with Green square. Draw diagonal lines on wrong sides of Background square.
2. Sew \( \frac{1}{4} \)" from both sides of drawn lines.
3. Cut apart on all drawn lines.
5. Set seams and press toward green. Square to 3\( \frac{3}{4} \)".
Sewing Block Together

1. Lay out all pieces.
2. Flip pieces in second vertical row right sides together. Sew vertical rows.
3. Continue adding vertical rows three, four and five.
4. Set seams. Open. Press seams for Rows 1, 3, 5 to the left and Rows 2 and 4 to the right.
5. Turn block.
6. Sew columns together to complete block.
7. Square should measure 16½".